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Implicit education approach, one of important approaches used in universities’ 
ideological and political education, is widely used in practice and has same influence 
with explicit education approach. There are no profound and systematically studies 
about it up to now. The backward study of it become more apparent when compared 
with the fast development of practice and universities’ ideological and political 
education. It is time for us to study it further and get a full view of implicit 
education’s characteristics, functions and implementation ways. Then we can find 
ways to improve the effects of university’s ideological and political education under 
the guidance of theory. 
Under the guidance of Marxism philosophy and on the basis of ideological and 
political education theory, this paper gives a study about the implicit approach of 
university’s ideological and political education from the point of view of strengthen 
the effectiveness of ideological and political education. The paper is in three sections: 
in first section, focus on the connotation and development of implicit education 
approach. In order to clarify the connotation of implicit education approach, the 
paper analyze the concept of implicit education approach first and make a review 
about the history and practice of it in China and other countries. Based on the 
analysis, the author try to find something helpful for the innovation of current 
university’s ideological and political education approach. In second section, analysis 
of the characteristics and functions of implicit education approach. The implicit 
education approach is important for ideological and political education. By 
integration of explicit and implicit education approaches, there will be a more 
effective model of ideological and political education in better structure. In third 
section, elaboration about implementation ways of implicit education for nowadays 
university students. From the good-behaved teachers’ influence, the guidance of 
educational activities and subtle influences from environment factors, the author try 
to propose specific ways with innovation pattern for practice as well as in theory in 
order to strengthen the effectiveness of university’s ideological and political 
education. 
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